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9/11 plus 10
By Lela Moore ‘88,
Digital News Assistant, New York Times

The female DJ interrupted her co-host. “If you’re near a
t’s not a special tank top. Old Navy sells similar shirts
TV, go turn it on,” she said.
each year around the Fourth of July. It already looks
surprisingly dated for a piece of clothing just a decade
I did. When I turned on NY1, my local cable news
old — too short, the material rough and thin. I think station, I saw the North Tower, black smoke pouring out of a
I paid $5 for it. It sports a glittery American flag on the
hole at the top. Then there was motion on the right side of the
front with the year underneath: 2001.
I wore the flag tank top out a few times that
summer, to watch fireworks, to a pool party.
Then it got washed and put away, nestled in
a stack of similar looking shirts in a dresser
drawer. It would have been bound for Goodwill
if not for what happened at 8:46 a.m. on Sept.
11.
I was working from home and was headed
to the gym that morning. I had just shut my
apartment door when I heard voices from
within: my clock radio, left on a noisy morning
show. I unlocked the door and walked back to
the bedroom to click off the radio. And then I
stopped. What was the DJ saying? Something
about a plane hitting the World Trade Center.
How could that happen? I thought. It’s so clear outside.
It was very sunny that day, crisp and cool, cloudless,
the kind of day that only happens in New York at the tail
end of summer. The kind of day that fills me with dread
now, even 10 years later.
The first time I saw the World Trade Center was the
summer I turned 12. My family traveled to New York on
vacation, and my mother’s
college roommate — who
would later flee the towers’ devastation from her
nearby office — took us to
the observation deck atop the
South Tower. Awestruck, I
vowed that one day I’d live
in the city that spread out below me.
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I recall feeling during the summer of 2001 that something big was about to happen. I couldn’t have predicted what
did, of course, but New York was a restless, distracted city
that summer, the moneysoaked start-up era winding to
a close, every news outlet consumed with tabloid stories.
It felt like we were dumber for it. Maybe we were.
My cell phone didn’t work. I couldn’t call my parents,
my sister, my boyfriend. I used AOL Instant Messenger to
reach my friend Jody in Chattanooga. I asked him to please
call my grandparents there and tell them I was OK. Other friends
quickly found me online. It was my only link to a world that was
not on fire.
My friend Sarah Durand McGuigan, a fellow Chattanoogan
and my friend since seventh grade at Girls Preparatory School,
came over from her midtown office. We decided that we should
donate blood. There were assumed to be survivors who needed
transfusions, though we were skeptical. But more than anything,
it seemed like something to do.

A Day That Put
“Normal” Out
of Our Reach

screen. The side of the South Tower, just behind and to the left
of its fraternal twin, exploded. A fireball shot up and then more
of that black smoke, stark against the blue sky.
The anchor, calm but clearly confused, replayed the footage a minute later, zoomed in on the impact. What was not
clear before became sickeningly evident — the motion on the
screen was an airplane.
I got hungry and realized I had no milk in the
house for cereal or coffee. I looked out my
window — was it safe outside? The streets
were completely empty of both people and
cars. The employees of the grocery store next
door huddled around a portable television
with a couple of other customers. While I
stood, cash in hand, to pay for my half gallon, the South Tower
wobbled and collapsed on the tiny screen, pancaking to the
ground as a cloud of debris unfurled and people in the foreground ran for their lives. My milk was handed to me, free. I
ran back to my apartment, where I watched the North Tower
collapse, too.

“... last time I saw the
World Trade Center was
on Sept. 10, 2001, the day
before the attacks.”

The last time I saw the World Trade Center was on
Sept. 10, 2001, the day before the attacks. I was returning
to Manhattan from my boyfriend’s apartment across the
river in New Jersey, and I walked through the shopping
center in the North Tower. I stopped in a Gap, a Sunglass
Hut, to get coffee. A normal Monday morning that I’d
never have again.

order. Word came in of the plane that crashed into the
Pentagon, then of the one that crashed to the ground in
Pennsylvania. Not an accident, they said, but what?

I sat on my couch for several hours, motionless, watching
the news in a continuous loop. Every 30 minutes, one tower
hit, then the other. One tower fallen, then the other, in reverse

We walked out
of my building
into perfect,
eerie stillness.
The sky was
still that
stunning
cloudless
blue, although now the air was full of an acrid odor —Sarah
remembers it as “like Xerox toner” — that had moved up
from downtown. At the blood center a few blocks from my
apartment, a line wrapped around the block. We were given
numbers and told to return the next day. I did return to donate;
unfortunately, by then, it had become clear that survivors
were very few and far between.
That afternoon, and for days afterward, public spaces in
New York became impromptu memorials to the lost. Fliers
of the missing begat shrines to the dead, a fate largely more
acknowledged than accepted in those first few weeks. Walking
through the city felt like traveling through a literal ghost town.
Even now, the towers are New York’s phantom limbs, something you never thought about much until they were erased
from the skyline.
When I returned home on the evening of Sept. 11,
I looked down and realized I was wearing the flag tank top.
I haven’t worn it since, but I saved it. It still glitters after all these
years, just like the city it was never meant to symbolize.
Lela Moore is a Chattanooga native and a former reporter for
the Chattanooga Times Free Press and The Chattanooga Times
who now works as the digital news assistant for the opinion
page of The New York Times. She lives in Brooklyn, N.Y.
This article originally ran in the Chattanooga Times Free Press
on Sunday, Sept. 11, 2011. Photos of New York City by Lela
Moore ‘88.

Left: this photo
is taken from
Brooklyn
in July 2000,
one year before
the attacks, with
the World Trade
Center towers
in the skyline.
The spot where
this photo was
taken is directly
across the East
River from
Lower
Manhattan.
Right, top: taken
from Hoboken,
New Jersey, on
Sept. 15, 2001,
four days after
the attacks. You
can see that
the World Trade
Center site across the Hudson River is still smoking (as it
would for weeks).
Right, center: This is the line to donate blood at the Citigroup
Center in midtown Manhattan on 9/11, around 4 p.m. or so.
Right, bottom: it’s taken from my apartment window on 1st
Avenue and 54th Street (so ~ 60 blocks north and ~7 blocks
east of the World Trade Center) on the afternoon of 9/11.
I had no direct view of the WTC towers from that apartment.
You can see how empty the street is, and the haze at the end
of the street is smoke from the site.
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